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Support

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet:










24h / 365days










We offer support for our customers


Mon - Fri 8:00am - 5:00pm (GMT +1)





Get in touch


Cybersteel Inc.
376-293 City Road, Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94102











Have any questions?
+44 1234 567 890


















Drop us a line
[email protected]













About us


Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit.

Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec.











	










Do you have any questions?  +49 (0) 6122 14 07-0
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Haas Magnettechnik


Your partner for magnet solutions with in-house production
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Magnetic foil
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Magnetic tapes
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Adhesive iron grounds
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Logistic labeling
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Classic magnets
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Technical magnets
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Pole sensor foil
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Custom-made


								



















Haas Magnettechnik


Application fields
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Magnet applications for industry


Magnetic machine parts perform important tasks in industry. Precision and quality are particularly in demand here. With our Zünd G3, we plot magnetic foils for industrial applications to perfection.
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Magnetic stencils for painting


For metallic substrates, the sustainable alternative to adhesive foils: magnetic foils as stencils are particularly suitable if you want to spray on the same motif again and again.
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Magnetic foil for projects on whiteboards and blackboards


Agile project management or magnetic signs - consultants, teachers and project managers take note: Magnetic sheets in any design for your projects.
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Layout and design with magnetic foil


As an advertiser, you do not always have an easy time impressing your customers and thus their customers. We have a suggestion how you can create attention with creatively used magnetic foils.
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Magnetic foil as a spectator magnet at the POS


Retailers and wholesalers take note: we realize attractive and flexible advertising at the point of sale. In the shop window of a well-known fashion house our printed magnetic foils find a home.
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Magnetic foil with whiteboard coating


Attach reusable signs to metallic surfaces - with our whiteboard-coated magnetic foil. A winery shows how practical our magnetic solutions can be used to label barrels.
	

















We love what we do



You are looking for a competent partner to realize your attractive ideas?
We cut, plot and laminate magnetic foils to perfection.
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Order custom-fit magnetic foil: Our cuts make it possible

Since 1972, our employees have been committed to the development and precise processing of magnetic foil. We supply high quality custom made foils so that it can be easily processed by you. You can get the magnetic sheeting from us in roll form, but you can also have it cut directly by our experts. We use high-quality machines from Polar and Zünd for each magnetic foil cut, with which a particularly precise result can be achieved. If you wish to have a self-adhesive magnetic foil, we can deliver it in a standard version or on request with high-quality adhesives from well-known manufacturers.







We cut your magnetic foil precisely for fast and convenient processing

You can get our magnetic foil as a practical blank, but you can also opt for die-cut and plotted variants. In addition to the single-color magnetic foil, we can also supply you with printable roll goods. Here you can flexibly choose your favorite from three different surfaces. The material thicknesses available here range from 0.3 to 6 millimeters for the various processing options. If you need new magnetic foil at short notice, we recommend our standard PVC foil, which we always offer from stock in Wiesbaden and can deliver within a short time.







Rely on expertise and high quality standards

Regardless of whether you order your magnetic foil in rolls or decide to have it cut by our experts after all, you can count on expertise and a high standard of quality. Our foils are:

	robust and durable
	can be used in a variety of ways
	can be processed to a high standard
	are suitable as a printing medium


























Get in contact!




0049 (0) 6122 14 07-0







Opening hours


Monday - Thursday
08:00 - 16:30




Fridays
08:00 - 15:00










Office


Borsigstraße 8
65205 Wiesbaden
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